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Search for New Law Dean Continues
No Fewer Than Three Names to Provost
By Julie Beck
RG News Writer
Dean Lee Bollinger leaves Ann
Arbor on June 30 for Hanover, New
Hampshire and his new position as
Provost at Dartmouth College. Presently, Bollinger has no successor, but
that will soon change.
The Law School's Dean Search
Advisory Committee is currently
working to finalize a list of no fewer
than three candidates to be presented
to the University's central administration for final consideration. The
Committee consists of six faculty
members, Chainnan Ted St Antoine, Heidi Feldman, Debra Livingston, William Miller, Terrance Sandalow, and Kent Syvcrud. LSSS
President Roooal Shah. 2L. is the
only student member.
After theCommitLCC's list issubmiued,ProvostGilbert Whitaker will
meet with those candidates and make
a recommendation to University
President James Duderstadt In turn,
Duderstadt makes a recommendation to the Board of Regents, which
will make the final decision, said
Professor St. Antoine.
The Committee's role is to "identify potential candidates on the basis
ofsuggestions made by students, faculty and alumni," said St. Antoine.
"We are a conduit of those opinions
to the central administration," he continued.
Thus far in the search, the two
candidates being officially considered are Robert Post of Berkeley and
Samuel Issacharoff of the University
of Texas. A third candidate, Robert
Weisberg of Stanford, withdrew his
name from consideration. All of these
candidateS have been invited to give
presentations to the Law School
community.
St. Antoine said that while no
women or minority candidates are
currently on the list, "we invited several women, all of whom turned us
down. One minority candidate also
turned us down. We are unhappy
about this, but are still talking about
other women and minorities."
Unofficially, there arc current
Michigan faculty members considered to be "insider" candidates, but

their identity is unknown and will
remain so, unless or until they are
named on the list sent to the Provost
The Committee justifies the secrecy
of much of its work because its function is "advisory" in nature. The University claims the Committee is not a
decision-making body, and thus is not
required to make its discussions,
meetings or interviews public. As a
result, the Committee will make public only those names that it deems
appropriate.

A final decision is
expected by May,
said Commitee
Chairman Professor
Ted St. Antoine

St. Antoine sees advantages to
choosing the new Dean from the current faculty: "We all know each other
and arc familiar with each other's
scholarship and other characteristics.
There would be no surprises."
"A school as good as this one
should be able to go inside to select its
Dean," said St. Antoine, himself a
former Michigan Law School Dean.
He conceded that while serving as
Dean is an opportunity to direct an
institution, it is still a sacrifice to give
up five years of scholarship and teaching to be an administrator.
"Because scholarly status is considered, in addition to a person's
administrative experience, the candidate must be willing to make a personal sacrifice in his or her scholarship. An insider may feel a sense of
institutional obligation, however, and
may consider the sacrifice, while an
outsider may not," he said.
St. Antoine speculated that the
Regents will most likely malce a final
decision by May. TbeCommiuee will
submit its list to the Provost Whitaker
after all of the visits made by candidates from outside the law school are
completed "by the end of January or
early February," said St. Antoine.
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Res Gestae Needs Your Help To Suroive
By Noah Finkel
and Richard Golden
RG Executive Editors
The venerable tradition of
the Res Gestae in is danger. .
Because of a lack ofinvolvement
of second- and first-year students,
the RG may not be able to publish this coming September.
This threat to theRG's existence may surprise our readers.
Only last year the American Bar
Association Law Student Division named the RG the nation's
best law-school newspaper. Also,
readers have provided us plenty
of positive feedback on this year's
edition, especially on our opinion and humor pieces. Finally.
the RG's fmances are in order,
thanks to the bookwork and salesmanship of outgoing business
manager Dave Wissert and the
generosity of Associate Dean Sue
Eklund, who has pledged to fund
not only this year's volume but
future editions as welL
Because of the work of our
current staff and our fmancial
condition, theRG will be able to
publish the same quality paper

all semester. We return a slew of
regular editorial and feature writers
as well as our two Executive Editors.
We also anticipate continued contributions from the school community.
Beyond this current stability,
however, the RG faces personnel
problems, both in the short-and longterm. In the short term, the RG has
lost its Managing Editor, Lisa Lodin,
its Business Manager, and a photographer. In addition, the RG has a
severe shortage of news writers.
Anyone interested in filling these
positions, especially Business Manager or photographer, should contact
us as soon as possible.
The RG's more troublesome
problem is that of all the staffers and
editors from the end of last semester,
only four of them are first- or second-year students. This does not
come close to matching the personnel needed to produce a newspaper
on a regular basis. Therefore, when
aU the current 3Ls contributing to
and producing the RG graduate this
May, the paper will not have enough
staffers left to publish. If massive
help does nOt arrive soon, students
will not see the RG in September.

As much as anyone, we know
how little time law students have
for extracurricular activities and
how much time an activity such as
the RG can consume. Nevertheless, the RG is a valuable resource
that should not be abandoned.
Michigan Law School deserves and needs a quality newspaper. A newspaper provides a
forum for discussion of all the
issues that come before the law
school, including affirmative action, the search for a new dean, the
efforts of the placement office, and
the quality of teaching. Nearly
every other top law school in the
nation has a student newspaper.
Michigan should be no different.
Further, we believe that in a
law school atmosphere filled with
both anxiety and boredom, a creative outlet is crucial to students
who otherwise eat. sleep, and live
black-letter law and policy. A
news!Xlper can break the monotony of class and the anxiety of
examsorajobsearch by providing
students the chance to voice their
gripesand/ormusingson any numSee H£LP,_p_~e 3
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Cyberlawyers: Some Thoughts on a New Breed
By David Barringer
RG Features Writer
In 1992, the American Bar Association sponsored a mock
trial on the assassination of former President John F. Kennedy
in which the two sides duked it out with laser discs and computer
animation.
From aerial photos, computer animators recreated the
motorcade's route through Dealy Plaza Competing teams of
Spectus Technologies, a division of Failure Analysis, Inc. of
Menlo Park, Cal., provided the laser-disc media on which all
evidence was produced, stored, accessed and displayed on ten
large-screen monitors for the jury and the auditorium audience.
What is at stake when lawyers mtroduce new technological
tools into the law? The values of frumess, equality and justice
tend at first glance to be inevitably implicated, but which way
technology cuts and how lawyers may need to take control aren't
very obvious.
Computer-generated simulations and graphics are nothing
new. They've been entering the courtroom for fifteen years,
from the 70's when only large mainframe computers roamed the
earth, to the mid-80's when a mainframe computertook several
hours to produce a single image, to today when that same image
can be produced in a few minutes on a machine the size of a
personal computer.
In its brochure, Spectus Technologies catalogues the areas
for which its services can be used: "accident reconstruction,
toxic ton and environmental litigation, construction and structural engineering, ftrcs, explosiOns, health sciences, biomechanics, computer services, utilityand power-plantservices,and risk
analysis."
Reduced cost may bring media technology to even the most
routine of cases. A few years ago a computer-animated video
may have ranged from SSO,OOO to $100,000, and today ranges
from SS,OOO to $40,000. Laser-disc and bar-code technology
costs on average $40,000 per Lrial. A newer technology, optical
imaging- which works like a computer hard disk and not like
a laser disc which resists post-production alterations- costs
less: Sl per page compared with $40 per page for laser discs.
In the mock trial of Lee Harvey Oswald, the lawyers used
computer animation to recreate the assassination on video.
Jurors were able to take the perspective of the shooter, to bear
and see what it would have been like for Oswald to watch the
motorcade pass, to bring the scope to his eye, aim, squeeze the
trigger, hear the recoclcing of the rifle, and repeat this twice
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more.
After delivering the guilty verdict, jurors were interviewed
and asked what single piece of evidence they believed most
convincing. Each one singled out the computer animation.
Since jurors and judges are not immune to the seductiveness
of television, a medium that has become, according to some
theorists, dangerously central in our culture, then lawyers must
realize that if they are going to present evidence in a video or an
animation, their audience will expect to be entenained.
Spectus Technologies wntes in its brochure: "All video
productions are of broadcast quality." AndJuriLink r~~ offers
"broadcast-quality" animation. Legal Video, a California company, promises to tum boring video depositions into soap
operas.
Evidence may only be as good as its accuracy and the lawyer
who presents it, but the boost of credibility that cenain technology lends to evidence shouldn't be ignored. Computer-aided
evidentiary tools have been shown to increase jurors' retention
and shorten trials. In one vivid criminal case, the prosecutors introduced a computer-generated simulation that took the jury
through how the accused may have stalked,locatcd and fired his
gun at his brother. The jury found the evidence persuasive and
convicted the defendant. Some foresee jurors and witnesses
donning virtual-reality helmets, allowing them to visit a reconstructed world not to estimate the probability of what was, but to
afftrm the reality of what is.
New media technology may reduce the number of lawyers
needed to prepare and present a case. With everything on a laser
disc, a single lawyer carries into coun a slim briefcase, notepad,
bar-code and light wand. The numbers in the courtroom may
thin, and the numbers in fiilTls may thin even more than they have
already.
The legal media services themselves may feel a crunch.
Firms may institute their own in-house media-technology groups,
and lawyers themselves may be able to take over those tasks
when they are simplified into programs and installed into their
personal computers. Optical imaging stores graphic images of
documents on a computer's hard disc and then projects them
onto a monitor. Other developing computer programs, intended
for daily use, are case visualizers and iconic document assemblies.
Technology has the power to liberate lawyers as workers
and the potential to increase access to legal services. If one
la\\'Yer will be able to do the work of three, will he or she be

Sc

By Michael R. Phillips
RG Special Contributor
When figure skaters aren't attaclcing one another with
police batons and nobody's explaining why they lopped off
anyone's weinie, hardly a day goes by without news of a
scandal. I'm familiar with all the Gates - Water, Nanny,
Trooper, Iraq, even Daryl and Bill. And of course, there's
Whitewater, the on! y scandal in modem times lacking a" -gate,"
but which at least has a "water-". And you know what? They're
Jess interesting than law school right now, and that's saying
quite a bit.
On a personal level, I'm a liuJe intrigued by Bill's bacchanals with bodacious buxom bimbos, but significantly less enthused about knowing how he funded his 1984 campaign, and
positively languid about Bobby Ray Inman's stock holdings.
But the media attention these things receive indicate that I'm
supposed to truly care about them, and I just don't.
If Clinton were involved in some truly heinous act, like
embezzling welfare checks or clubbing old ladies or running
around with his flabby, pale legs sticlcing out again, that would
be one thing. But I'm not about to judge his presidency on
whom he appointed to some Arkansas state commission ten
years ago or what TV twinlcie be slept with. Is anyone?

s Lately?

I ask this because a funny thing happened to President Bill
on the road to scandalous disgrace. According to USA Today,
which is never wrong, before the latest round of "-gates" and
"water-s," his favorable rating stood at 54 percent. Afterward, 62
percent viewed Clinton favorably.
Were Americans impressed that their Commander-in-Chief
persisted in playing hide the pickle up to Election Day? Or are
they totally disinterested as I am? And if they arc, why does the
media continue to badger us with petty scandal after petty
scandal?
The media's justification is that politicians are "public figures" cloaked with the nation's trust, so their character and
actions arc always relevant. Fine. But look at the way the media
treats entenainers. Actors, models and comedians are not elected
officials. They do not control nuclear arsenals. They do not have
their grubby paws on taxpayers' dough. There is no reason why
they should be intelligent, honest, sober or kind to animals.
Yet these celebrities' lives arc poked and prodded in the
same unmerciful manner that politicians' lives are, and for the
same reason. As news stories go, scandal just beats the taroutof
nuclear disarmament or rain forest defoliation or any other real
form of news. So the media feels justified in displaying the gory
details ofanyone's life that the public fl.nds remotely interesting,

allowed to work one-third less and get paid nearly the same
amount? If one lawyer can do the work of three, couldn't one of
those be a pro bono lawyer?
Lawyers have their jobs cut out for them, and they don't
even know it. Giddy over the power technology grants them to
streamline their case preparauons, he1ghten the impact of demonstrati vc ev1dencc, and impcac h \1. 1tnessess with their videotaped dcposiuons, they ha' c not seen the trans formative effects
this new technolog) will incvil41bly unleash.
The Hutch1ns Comm1<>s1on 1n its report in the '40's wrote:
"[T]he American people do not rcalite what has happened to
them. They are not aware that the communicauons revolution
has occured "Today, many theonsL~ ms1st that the revolution is
technological and has transformed the capacity of our entire
society.
Lawyers may have a right to he giddy because technology
contains the potential to ensure justice, boost the efficiency and
speed of our court systems. reduce workloads, improve the
quality oflives, and increase equality of access to legal services.
But technology has behind it the momentum of history.
Without any affirmative steps othawise to control it, it may
continue its present course and complement its power with its
damage. Technology plays a transformative role: in people's
understanding as information with impact; in people's quality
of life as that which unemploys; and in people's politics as that
which denies them vo1cc and power.
There are problems out there that can be identified. There
are solutions that lawyers may begin to consider and implement.
With power comes responsibility. Even forCyberlawyers. Even
in vinual reality.
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Professor Questions USA Patriotism
reluctance.
biggest sin of wartime inequality is not the
By Robert Harris
On the other hand, mixed in with the excess profits that the stay-at-home businessAdjunct Professor of Law
Editor's Note: Yes, we know Veierans Day brutality of our nation-state, {which it shares men make, but what they have induced youth to
was a long time ago, but unfortunately we with most other nation-states, and as to which do abroad, gun in hand.
I realize that if wars are going to be fought,
received this letter too late for publication last it is morally superior to the most brutal states of
semester. Nonetheless, we have decided to run our century) is an American ideology which youdon'tgetsixty year old men and women to
it because it covers a broad range oftopics that verges on the divine. We have a secular relig- go up the hilJ at night to see if there are many
are ofgeneral importance any time ofthe year. ion in our nation's constitutional and political Chinese dug in there; if that's to be done at all,
aspirations (and, to a degree, in its constitu- it must be done by young men in a certain frarne
On Veterans Day 1993, the State Univer- tional and political practices) which can make of mind. They have to be old enough to be dissity did business as usual, although the other thoughtful men and women weep with prides. ciplined and young enough to think this kind of
partS of State Government closed their doors to I have no doubt it is worth killing and being bravery is possible and appropriate. I don't
honor the nation's dead veterans. There was no killed for the difference between the ideology quarrel with the principle that there must be
sign I saw that the State University's leaders of Jefferson, Lincoln and now Martin Luther unequal sacrifices, between the generations, to
felt any obligation to lead the commuruty In King, and the ideology of Hitler, Stalin or Pol wage war.
I am less reconciled to our notion that we
ceremonies of remembrance. Or to go to the Pot. Our young men and women who did our
local cemetery and read the Gettysburg Ad- uniformed killing and dying fought for many also must have the poor do most of our fighting,
dress at the grave of some veteran.
reasons, but one reason, for many of them, was taking advantage of the desperation of our
I am a veteran and the son of a veteran. I a profound auachment to the best of America's poorer youth. In the days before Nixon made
have no brother, but all three of my brothers-in- secular, humanistic notions of human dignity, peace at home by ending the draft (forever?),
law are veterans, having served their country
willingly and proudly in times of war. One
received the Navy and Marine Corps Cross for
bravery. Another still gets partial disability
pay because he was shot in the head and groin
when,aspartofaMarinereconnaissancesquad,
he went up a hill in Korea to see if there were
any Chinese up there. There were.
The silence, or ambivalence, of the publicsupported intellectuals of the State University
is mirrored in other partS of the country's life.
We are no longer sure we want to celebrate the
sacrifice which young men and women made in
our country's many wars or this century.
I share some of the feeling. I feel that
nationalism, and the nation-state, including our
own, is an abomination, insofar as it serves as
the device to divide our species into separate, equality,toleranceand thecreativehumanspirit. we were less reconciled to having the Rich pay
My father went to France in 1918 fully the Poor to do the nation's fighting.
hating, isolated units, providing the intellectual
believing
he was helping Wilson make the
I have equal trouble with our current patand economic bedrock out of which each these
world
safe
for
democracy.
My
brother-in-law,
tern
of taking advantage of African-Amerination-units can build arrangements to make
decorated
in
the
Pacific
in
1944,took
seriously
cans'
difficulty in finding othercareers in which
war on others. Each nation manages to shangwhat
Roosevelt
and
Churchill
enunciated
as
they
are
welcomed and allowed to rise to the
hai its young men and women, mostly men, to
the
war
aims
of
the
allies.
My
brothers-in-law
very
top.
But that kind of unequal military
go out every few years and kill or be killed by
and
I
felt
and
feel
that
the
Korean
War
was
manpower
policy
is inevitable in a country with
the equally brave young people of some other
fought,
at
least
in
part,
in
defense
of
the
UN's
our
remaining
inequalities
of class and caste,
nation.
principle
of
non-aggression.
The
best
of
our
and
how
slowly
if
at
all
we
leave that past
Tribes and religious groups can be bloody
motivation
in
Vietnam
was
resistance
to
the
behind
us.
and wage something like war on other tribes
and religious groups, but in the last two centu- spread of a communism of horrendous regiries it seems our species cannot conduct wars mentation and cruelty, mixed (in its Moscow
on the scale, and with the bloodiness, which we form) with breath-taking inefficiency.
Even in the Gulf War, in which oil played Continued from page 2
crave, without the nation-state. When our
so
big
a role in our national motives, it probably be it BilJ and Hill's or Bun and Loni's.
country wanted to kill 600,000 men to decide
made
good moral sense to make war to keep
the future of slavery in the 19th century, the
Which brings us back to our beloved law
someone
like Saddam Hussein from having the school and the profound lack of scandal therein.
South had to form itself into a competing nation-state before Richmond and Washington combination of nuclear missiles and political Our celebrities are our professors. These indicould seuJe down to serious and sustained control of a large share of the world's oil viduals are certainly public figures, always
supply. When and whether Bush saw this eager to appear on CNN or to provide a pithy
killing.
In the name of the nation-state we have clearly is another matter. But waging war to quote for an intrepid reporter. Moreover, like
waged terrible wars from the dubious first prevent a world nuclear nightmare and a new, the president, they are entrusted with authority,
World War of this century through the more cruel imperialism of oil is humane, not crass. looked to for leadership, and treated with revrecent adventures in Grenada, Panama and the (It would look better if we now had some plans erence, at least within the confmes of the Law
for how, the war won, the Rich World plans to Quad.
Persian Gulf.
end
its own, traditional imperialism of oil.)
It pains me to admit this, but the publicaIsrael,homeofa dream of two millennia of
But the strongest reason to honor our tion you are reading has been clearly derelict in
Jewish idealists, many of them pacifists, is
post-Holocaust, understandably, in many re- country's war dead, as far as I am concerned, its journalistic duties. Instead of running pointspects, just another small, but efficient 20th has to do with the unequal sacrifices our coun- lesscolumns, theRG staffshould be investigatcentury killing machine. As a Jew, this thought try always makes in time of war, and how the ing these professors, probing their tax returns,
biggest stakeholders-people like me, who are searching for criminal histories, lurking in their
tortures me.
old
and rich-shanghai the younger generation bushes. Think of the "-gates" that could be unSo our university's reluctance to celebrate
(and
particularly the poor of that younger gen- earthed, notto mention the "-waters!" After all,
patriotism and past wars is certainly understandable, and there is a lot that is good in the eration) to do the fighting and dying. Our aren'tsuch things "relevant?" And don't we as

'We are no longer sure we want
to celebrate the sacrifice which
young men and women made in
our country's many wars of this
century.'

SCANDALS,

I even accept the idea that a society only
gets its young men to fight for it by the familiar,
unfair devices all societies use for that purpose-making the young men feel cowardly, if
they don 'tgo to war. Making them fight for the
solidarity of the small combat unit which is
family for them. Filling their heads with gibberish. And, of course, when times get tough,
drafting them, so they face a choice among
reluctant soldiering, exile and jail. (Or the
fourth choice-the moral twilight into which
our President and former Vice President slid,
letting someone else carry their gun for them in
Vietnam, rather than engaging in civil disobedience, exile or really going to war.)
But if all this is so, principles of unjust
enrichment, as well as the prompting of grateful mercy, call for us, the beneficiaries of the
sacrifices of the young men and women who
were veterans. (we rich, old folks) to honor
those young men and women who we shanghaied to do terrible things in our behalf, in our
name.
My son-in-law is a social worker, employed by the VA to run a sheltered workshop
and some small group homes, for recentlyhospitalized veterans who still suffer from
everything from wounds and madness to a
variety of forms of substance addiction. Lorn
sees the men who fell apart because of the
Vietnam War that the best and the brightest got
us into, and which neither Johnson nor Nixon
would extricate us from promptly, because
they feared that to do so would cost them their
careers and their proud place in history.
It is monstrous ingratitude for us, the lucky
ones, who got our national security and our security from the sacrifices of these forgotten
men, often warehoused in VA hospitals of
dubious quality, to so ignore, on Veterans Day.
those who died for us, killed for us, were
terrified for us, ruined their lives for us, killing
strangers (or trying to doso),justas our society,
through its democratically elected leaders,
wanted them to do. Theydidour dirty work for
us when it wanted it done. Brother, can you
spare a dime?
students have the "right to know?"
Naturally, this approach would fracture
the law school community, indelibly smear
Michigan's reputation, and maybe even unnecessarily destroy a few lives. But would you
prefer to read about the latest Student Senate
resolution, or about your esteemed professors'
fai led first marriages, their shady-grady acquaintances from the old neighborhood, and
their suspicious stock transactions?
I thought so.

HELP,
continued from page 1
ber of subjects.
But a law school student newspaper can
survive only if a good number of students are
willing to contribute, and if some of those students take a leadership role. To fulfill these
needs for next year, the RG needs the involvement of ILs and 2Ls now. If you have thought
about joining the RG in any capacity, please
help us now.
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Phi Delta Phi: The Tradition Continues
By Joe Wallace
RG Staff Writer
On December 13, 1869, acoldblusteringdayinAnnArbor,
the founders met at Gregory House at the University of Michigan Law School and perfected the organization of the oldest
professional and legal fraternity in continuous existence.
The "Preamble" of the organization's Constitution effectively communicates the ideals upon which the organization
was founded:
"We the undersigned stud entc; of the Law Department of the
University of Michigan, in order to promote a higher standard
of professional ethics and culture in this and other law schools
and in the profession at large, and desiring to un.., lfSelves in
the endearing bonds of affection and brotherly love for the
purpose ofencompassing thcscends, do associate ourselves into
a Fraternity to be known as the Phi Delta Phi."
While the wording may be outdated, the spirit of the
founders lives on. Like those law students at theGregory House,
"Phids" around the world continue to advance high scholarship
and legal excellence and to promote a slrict code of professional
standards.
As the founding chaptcr,called an Inn after the English Inns
of Court, Michigan's Kent Inn holds a prominent place in Phi
Delta Phi tradition. Indeed, Kent Inn bears a significant responsibility 10 live up to the high standards set by its predecessors.
Kent Inn members strive to do this through social, charitable,
and professional activities.
A coed fraternity, Phids like to have fun. Each year, the
Phids host several open law school parties that inevitably tum
into huge bashes. This tcnn, Phids will hold smaller fraternity
parties as well. Other organized house social activities include
biweekly noon-time "teas," house dinners, an annual eating
challensze. a new Prof. welcominl! wine & cheese. and aPhid
pong tournament. Inevitably, infonnal socializing occurs in the
fonn ofcard games, spirited ping pong matches, throwing darts,
trips to local pubs, and congregations to watch big sports
contests or popular TV shows.
Every week, a few Phids prepare and serve a meal at Arbor

Haven, a local Salvation Army shelter. Every holiday season, a
fewPh ids organize a toy collection for Safehousechildren. This
tenn, Kent Inn will spearhead a mid-winter clothing drive and
fund raisefortheStudentFunded Fellvwship. Charitableactivities such as these not only help those less fortunate in our
community, they remind Phi Delta Phi members of their commitment to the highest e~ical standards.
Professionallyandacademically,Kentlnnmembersdistinguish themselves. Phids are represented on law review and on
every journal. Phids continue to serve as senior judges and
junior clerks. Phids are involved in a plethora of law school
organizations. Outside interests include sports, exercise, art,
computers, and music. This diversity of involvement strengthens each individual. The collective experience helps members
continue to achieve. The 1993 National Phi Delta Phi Convention adopted a resolution calling for the creation of an annual
spring International Phi Delta Phi Ethics Week. Accordingly,
Kent Inn will promme this week in early March.
One of the greatest assets of the Kent Inn remains the Kent
Inn House, commonly known as the Phid House. Built in 1914,
the Kent Inn House became the flfStand continues to be the only
law fraternity house in the United States. A magnificen t Georgian pillared sll'Ucture only a block from the Law School, the
Phid House presently needs some renovations/improvements.
That process started last summer with theconsll'Uction of a new
roof. This tenn will bring new carpet for the common areas and
possibly new living room furniture. Kent Inn will also appeal to
Phid Alumni for financial help in this improvement endeavor.
The Phid House presently serves as a home for twenty-five men
and women, and as a gathering place where both resident and
out-of-house members can socialize, relax, study, or usc such
facilities as the TV lounges, the redwood deck, or the library.
The Phid House orovides an r.xc-r.Jir.n1 f;~cilitv to hold events
such as meetings, parties, and tater tot invasions.
Internationally, Phi Delta Phi has grown to over 175 Inns.
Phids distinguish themselves in the legal profession and many
have played pro!Tlinent roles in our legal and political systems.
Benjamin Cardozo, Sandra Day O'Connor, William Prosser,

and Franklin D. Roosevelt, to name a few, provide great examples of the Phi Delta Phi commitment to legal and professional excellence.
Being part ofan international organization with such tradition has many advantages. Apart from the tangible benefits such
as loan and scholarship opponunities, social and professional
activities. and bar review discounts, membership carries many
intangible benefits. At the very least, membership provides you
with a good resume builder. Due to sheer numbers, it's very
possible you will run into Ph ids in law finns, as adversaries, and
in the local bar. Naturally, being a Phid provides an instant
connection. This connection gives you an advantage, because
Phids tend to help Phids. Phid Alumni are willing to counsel
students and Kent Inn members have an opportunity to network
with Phid Alumni, especially during the traditional post-football contest tailgates. The friendships and contacts cultivated
through fraternity involvement last beyond graduation.
The prime objectives of law students include: becoming
full y versed in the law; cultivating the highest standards of legal
professionalism; maintaining a high academic standard; and
finally, passing the bar examinations. Phi Delta Phi recognizes
that these objectives hold law student<;' highest priority, encourages achievement in scholarship, and stands ready to assist
members as they prepare to join the legal profession.
Yet., there are other demands on a student's time, be those
demands marital, political, occupational, or social. Involvement
in Phi Delta Phi represents one such demand. Accordingly,
members join for different reasons and involvement levels vary.
Some believe in the promotion of legal ethics and professionalism. Others like the camaraderie. Some just want an inexpensive place to live or convenient parking. At the very least, all
Kent Inn members have one thing in common with thcfounders
of Phi Delta Phi: they know what a cold blustering day in Ann
Arbor is like.
Interested in finding out more about Phi Delta Phi? Come
to an informational meeting this Thursday, the 27th, in room 116
at l2:30. Enjoy pizza and soda pop.
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CROSSW RD®Crossword

COMPETITIONS: Information on this and other contests can
be obtained from the Competitions File in Anne
Cunningham's office, 303 HH.
The Food and Drug Law Institute announces its 1993-94 H.
Thomas Austcrn Writing Awards and Scholarship Awards
competitions. The Writing Scholar:;hip provides a $5,000
scholars and has a deadline of April 22, 1994. The Writing
Competition provides prizes of $1,000 to $3,000 and has a
deadline of May 20, 1994.
The Detroit College of L.aw Review announces the 12th
Annual National Labor Law Writing Competition. The topic is
recent developments in labor law. PriLes are $750 and Sl .OOO.
Deadline is Aprill, 1994.
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DOCKET ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any organization or Law
School Department wishing to place an announcement in
the DOCKET should word the announcement as it is to
appear and deliv~r it to Anne Cunningham, 303 HH, by
4:30 p.m. Thursday for publication in the fo llowing
Monday's DOCKET.

See Page 8 for answers

Write for the
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OFFICE HOURS FOR DEAN GORDAN, DEAN EKLUND, AND DIANE
NAFRANOWICZ: By appointment. Contact their secretaries (Anne Cunningham for
Virginia Gordan, 303 HH, 764-5269; and Sherry Kozlouski for Sue Eklund and Diane
Nafranowicz, 301 HH, 764-0516) for appropriate referral or to schedule an appointment.
ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE MEETING: The frrst Academic Standards
Committee meeting for the 1994 winter term will be on Thursday, January 27, at 8:30a.m.
in Dean Gordan's office. Requests for waivers to the Academic Regulations are decided by
the Academic Standards Committee. Any student making such a request should submit a
wriuen petition to Dean Gordan's office (303 HH) at least four days prior to the date of the
Committee meeting. The petition must identify in writing the academic regulation(s) for
which the student is requesting a waiver, the specific nature of the request, and the reasons
for the request
INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT EXTERNSHIPS?: Come to an informational meeting with Dean Gordan and several students who have pursued externships on
Monday, January 31, from 5:30 to 6:30p.m. in Room 236 HH.
TUTORING HELP AVAILABLE: Law students are available to provide academic tutoring to
ftrSt,second and third-year law students. Tutoring is offered on an individual basisortosmall
groups. If you and some friends wish to be tutored as a group, that is possible to arrange. You
do not need to feel you are in academic trouble in order to avail yourself of the Law School's
tutoring program. Tutoring can be short-term, long-term, devoted to a particular subject,
focused on exam takingpracticeoranything you would find academically helpful. Interested
students may seek such assistance by contacting Dean Gordan (303 HH-764-5269).
STUDY GROUPS: If you are looking for study group partners, please come up to 303 HH and
leave your name and number with Anne Cunningham. She has a card box of students who
are looking for study groups and study groups who are looking for members.
OCTOBER FUN RUN: If any person has information regarding the identities of the female
winners of the Law School Fun Run in October of I993, please contact Roopal Shah at9981720 or stop by the LSSS Office.

by Andy Gheen from the Coast Guard Recruiting Office in Detroit and an auorney in the
program. The meeting will take place Tuesday,January 25, at12:30 p.m. in Room 951 LR.
Attention Second and Third Ycar Studen(S. There will be several employers conducting
interviews for second and third year students during February. If interested, please stop by
the Office of Career Services, Room 210 HH, for more information.
ABA LIAISON POSITION APPLICATIONS: Law students have the opportunity to apply to
over 40 ABA Section Liaison and National Student Director positions. For further
information, please see the ABA Bulletin Board or the November, 1993, edition of the
Student Lawyer (available in the Law Library). For questions, please call Steve Olson, 9948051.
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES: Students with disabilities may qualify for accommodations on exams or in other areas of their Law School program. If you have such a disability
and have not already arranged accommodations, please contact Associate Dean Eklund and
submit documentation of the disability, any professional recommendations regarding accommodations, and your own requests. Both the Office of Services to Students with
Disabilities and the Law School Academic Standards Committee will participate in establishing accommodations. New requests for exam accommodations should be submitted to
Dean Eklund by January 28, 1994. Requests for modifications in previous accommodations
should be made by February 28, 1994.
NATIONA L WORK-A-DAY PROJECT: On Saturday,January29, 1994, the National Worka-Day Project will be held. On this day all law school students are urged to worlc with one
community group in public service. If yoo do not know of a particular group you would Iike
to work with, please contact the ABA/LSD, and we will contact one for you. The Work-ADay Project began in 1993 with 50 law schools and 6,000 students participating. This year
we would like students at our Law School to join the thousands.' The goal of the Project is
to have all Jaw school students, on one day out of the year, working in the community with
various charitable organizations. For further information please call ABA/LSD President
Scott Garland at994-5838 or ABNLSD Public Service Chair Emma Rodriguezat668-63 19.

MAIL SERVICE TO DEAN EKLUND'S, DEAN GORDAN'S AND REGISTRAR'S
OFFICES: Mail for Dean Eklund, Sherry Kozlouski, Dean Gordan, and Anne Cunningham
ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE GRADUATE OFFICE:
or Kaye Castro, Jane Hall, and Cathy Metcalf in the Records/Registrar's Offices may be
Summer Law Study Abroad Program
placed in the red pendaflex folder at the back left comer of the ftrSt bank of upperclass
Panel Presentation and informational session is scheduled for Friday, January 28, 1994,
pendaflexes in the basement. Do not use the red pendaflex to request an appointment or
at2:00 p.m. in Room 250 HH. Summer law programs are offered in a multitude oflocations
where a serious deadline problem could occur. In addi tion, DO NOT PLACE MATERIAL
around the world by ABA accredited law schools. Students who have studied in summer
OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE IN THE RED PENDAFLEX.
law programs abroad in recent years will describe their experiences, and handouts will be
CASE CLUB LEXIS AND WESTLA W TRAINING: Lexis training for Case Clubs will be
available.
conducted January 24-28 in the Law School Computer Lab, 160 LR, as follows:
LL.M. (Master of Laws) Program Overseas
9:00-10:00 a.m. TThF
Information on post graduate law programs in England, Belgium, The Netherlands,
10:00-ll:OOa.m. MTWThF
Germany, Italy, and Australia will all be presented on Friday, January 28, beginning at2:45
11 :00-12:00 noon F
p.m., in Room 250 HH. LL.M. programs exist in many top universities around the world,
1:30-2:30 p.m. MlWThF
and many are offered in English. Those not able to attend the meeting can obtain
3:30-4:30 p.m. MTWThF
informational materials from the Graduate Office (307 HH).
4:30-5:30 p.m. MTWThF
Graduate Program Brown Bag Lunch Series
Sign-up sheets for the LEX IS training will be posted on the door of the Computer Lab
All Graduate Program discussions occur from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on Wednesdays in
starting Monday, January 10. WESTLAW training for Case Clubs wi.ll be conducted
Room 116 HH. The January 26 topic will be "Nigeria: Transition to Anarchy? Resolving the
February 7-11 and February 14-18 in the Law School Computer Lab in 160 Legal Research,
Dilemma of Military Intervention" presented by Philip Alcakwam. AJI students, faculty and
according to the following schedule:
staff are welcome. Marie your calendars for these upcoming topics:
9:00-10:00 a.m. MTThF
February 2- "Judicial Review of Administrative Action in China:Practice, Problems &
10:00-ll:OOa.m. MlWThF
Prospects."
ll:00-12:00 noon F
February 9-"Human Rights in School Sellings: The Dark Side of the Japanese EducaI:30-2:30 p.m. MTWTh
tional System."
3:30-4:30 p.m. MTWTh
February 16-"The Path of Mexico Towards Development A Clash Between Legal
4:30-5:30 p.m. MTWTh
Economic Changes and Democratic Reform."
STUDENTS
PLEASE NOTE: THE COMPUTER LAB WILL BE CLOSED DURING THE
March 9- "Dealing with the Media: One Reporter's View."
ABOVE
TIMES.
IN ADDITION, THE LAB WILL BE CLOSED FROM ll :()(). l2:00 NOON
March 16-"Detention Without Trial: The Price of Political Dissent in Ghana"
ON
FEBRUARY
7
AND 18, 1:30-2:30 P.M. ON FEBRUARY 18, AND 2:30-3:30 P.M. ON
March 23-"Democratic Functioning in a Developing Country: An Indian Perspective."
FEBRUARY
8,
9AND
16. ALL ACCESS TO PROGRAMSONTHECOMPUTERS WrLL BE
March 30-"Environmental Policy and Law in Turkey."
SHUT OFF DURING THESE TIMES. STUDENTS SHOULD USE THE COMPUTERS IN
THE ITO Al"lGELL HALL PUBLIC SITE DURING THE LISTED TIMES.
ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
See DOCKET, page 4
The United States Coast Guard will be hiring new graduates for their Direct Commission
Lawyers Program. Interested third-year students should plan to attend a meeting conducted
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Swarthmore Tries to Please All, Pleases No One
By Larry Seegul
"[I]nnocence isn't a defense any longer."
So said Ewan Yearwood's lawyer.
Mr. Yearwood, you will recall, is the genLieman at Swarthmore College who was accused of sexually harassing Alexis Clinansmith, a fellow freshman. By innocence,
Yearwood's lawyer meant that the Swarthmore
College committee charged to investigate the
incident did not ftnd that Yearwood had sexually harassed Ms. CJjnansmith.
Then why has there been so much media
attention on this case? It seems Mr. Yearwood
was found to have violated an order imposed by
the college deans earlier in the year prohibiting
him from contacting Ms. Clinansmith. Despite
his innocence of the sexual harassment and
intimidation charges, he was still ordered to
actively avoid coming near Ms. Clinansmith.

order put in place to prevent? And for what
behavior does Mr. Yearwood deserve to be
forced to leave? If Mr. Yearwood is truly a
troubling character, then why foist him upon
Columbia University (where his applica!Jon
for admission was immediately denied, allegedly based upon his "academic record")?
Funhennore, why pay for him to go anywhere?
It is true he was on scholarship at Swarthmore,
but does that mean he is permanently en tilled to
the value of that scholarship regardless of his
behavior? It seems as though Swarthmore felt
some obligation to satisfy all panies; avoid
offending anyone. Life is not so simple.
Swarthmore must be forthright in their
handling of student grievances. If Mr. Yearwood was not guilty of the charges he was
accused of then no punishment should be

When he violated this order (he had allegedly
come as close as ftfteen feet in the cafeteria),
Swarthmore offered Mr. Yearwood a unique
settlement to end the problem: Swanhrnore
wiU pay for Mr. Yearwood to anend another
college.
The troubling issue is not whether Mr.
Yearwood actually was sexually harassing Ms.
Clinansmith. That would not be surprising given
that he has admiued to being expelled from a
prep school for sexual harassment ~ore troubling is the school's inept response to the entire
process. College institutions have a vital role to
play in enforcing civilized standards of behavior. ButSwarthmore tried to walk the middle of
the road, not deeming his actions as sexual
harassment or intimidation yet forcing him to
leave the college.
For what conduct, then, was the avoidance
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imposed. Ms. Clinansmith will then have to
endure some of the personal uncomfortableness she may face. Some of her accusations of
intimidation do seem a bit extreme: he looked
at her during a football game, he said bad things
about her to hts friends at a dance which she
overheard, he tossed his lacrosse stick between
his hands as he talked to her, etc.
Nevertheless, if these actions and others
that are more troubling amount to violations of
a Universttycode then Swarthmore should take
immediate and approriate action commensu·
rate with such menacing behavior. If he is
deemed unsuited for the University, then expel
him. If his conduct is less threatening, then take
less drastic measures. In any event, don' t attempt to discourage the behavior by rewarding
him with benefits.
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TV Offers Filler For Bored Student
By Joel Rubinstein
"Since you've gone on Slim-Fast, I can't funny, check it out sometime.
RGStaff Writer
keep my hands off you!"
You can also use cable to learn new lanDo you remember the days of your youth
Speaking of late-night talk shows, guages. I sit and watch the Spanish channel for
when you were so in to television that you knew Arsenio's days seem to be numbered (revela- hours on end. I still have no idea what they're
!he TV schedule by heart (quick test: what tion?) as he has now been shifted to Channel 7 saying, but the fight-filled soap operas have me
show aired right before Fantasy Island?). Now, at something like 4:00 in the morning.
riveted.
you're so busy that you never know what to
I have to admit that Conan the Bad-Hairian
I finally tuned into NYPD Blue and was
watch. Well forsomeofus(rcad: 3Ls), the days (heh heh) is actually growing on me- espe- unimpressed. Very predictable, and the docuof youth live on.
cially his shtick with superimposing a talking mentary style camera-work made me dizzy.
For the best sitcom, you'll have to turn to mouth on celebrity pictures.
Stick with Law & Order in this genre.
cable. HBO's Larry Sanders Show (WednesOther cable highlights include this late
daysatl0:30 p.m.) starS Gary $handling as the night show on Channel 52, The Comedy Chanhost of a Tonight Show-hke program. You get nel, where two robots and some guy watch
abehind the scenes look and sec all the bicker- cheesy movies and interject their comments. I
As for commercials, the absolute most
ing and complaining by the guests and between have no idea what the name of the show is si nee
annoying right now is this Neutrogena spot
the cast and management Here's a classie Iine I've never actually seen the beginning (the first
where washed-up former MTV VJ Martha
from the fictional show's producer sharing a sign of someone spending entirely tOO much
Quinn declares: "It still happens! Even 10
passionate moment with h1s mistress:
time flipping through channels), but it's really
Martha Quinn! You wash ajillion times.

••
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and still, breakouts!" (emphasis added). The
crowning touch is her parting statement
"Let's rock!" Who thinks these things up?
My personal favorite is for a product any
female law student would love to receive as a
gift: Rap musk. Have you seen this ad? I don't
want to know what that smells like.
And the Taster's Choice soap opera continues with the appearance of the woman· s son,
just as our two coffee connoisseurs, who obvi ·
ously still haven't figured out how to operate
the coffee maker, are spending a lazy Sunday
morning drinking instant coffee.
As you can see, you're all way behind in
your TV viewing, so don't waste a second more
- put down that hornbook and get the remote
right now!

ear in Music: One Critic's Kvetchings

ByJeffMacy
RG Music Critic
Okay, so I listen to a lot of mus1c. A lot of
music; probably way more than I should. G1ven
the pitiful current state of my finances, I should
worry more about my loans and less about my
CD purchases, but that's life. Besides, I've
found that I am incapable of truly comprehending most appellate opinions unless I'm reading
them with some ear-blistering loud stuff thudding away in the background.
As a result, I exit 1993 with a boatload of
new albums and an obligatory top-10 critic's
list of the best stuff I heard last year. Take il
with the proverbial grain of salt; after all, what
are music critics (and, for that matter,Iawyers)
but frustrated and cranky naysaysers? Okay,
maybe not all lawyers...
Top 10 "Alternative Rock" Albums or
1993

10. Where You Been, Dmosaur Jr.: For
being a noncommittal schlump, Dinosaur's
main man J Macsis sure knows how to wail out
one heck of a guitar solo. This album, the trio's
sixth proper (not counting live impons and
oddball B-side collections) IS easily their best
with Macsis' froggy croak-singing sounding
more and more like the sounds of his geetar.
9.RageAgainstthe Machine, Rage Against
the Machine: Where the heck did these guys
come from? Virtual unknowns a year ago, their
opening stint on last year's Lollapalooza tour
(an otherwise vastly overrated event) blew me
away so much I just had to get the album. I
wasn't disappointed. Fifty head-on minutes of
full throttle rant n' rolling, complete with de
rigeur politically multicultural message.
8. Gentlemen, Afghan Whigs: A concept
album like nobody makes' em anymore. Eleven
seedy but compelling songs about the dark
nderbelly oflife; the backlit alleys, the broken
dreams, the emotional tonures, all ft.ltered
through the Whigs' Cincinnati soul and singer
Greg Dulli's cigareue-stained vocals.
7. Suede, Suede: Believe the hype. These
impossibly fey Britishers pick up where Morrissey and the Smiths left off, but they know
how to write a killer hook f'The Drowners'') as
well as some of the most amazing lullabies

you've ever heard ("Panomume Horse," "So G1ve ll up, boys. It isn't working. You just v.'Tite "Disarm," with its full-symphony string secsongs that are tOO dam good tore.ally, seriously tion, a listen, and see if you're nOlconverted. Or
Young").
listen to a power ballad like "~layonaise,"
6. Star, Belly: If you !Jstened to top-40 piSS anyone off.
1. Siamese Dream, Smashing Pumpkins: which Def Leppard only w1sh they could have
radio or watched MTV at all during 1993, you
couldn'tescape Wood Sprite of the YcarTonya Only one word suffices to describe Chicago's wriuen,orchugging rockers like "GeekU.S A,"
Donnelly'striumvirateofpowerpopmegahits: Pumpkins, and that word is epic. Billy Corgan, which puts even Jane's Addiction to shame
"Feed the Tree,""Siow Dog," and "Geppetto." singer/guitarisi/Svengali of the group, shootS with itS encyclopedic guitarchops. Yadda yadda
Still it's the as-yet-unreleased stuff on this for the moon on every single song here. And it yadda... I could drool over this album for hours.
album that continues to amaze,from the bouncy works every time. More theatrical than an Just go out and buy the damn thing already.
Next for 1994: reviews, maybe, of the new
but bitter "Dusted" to the simploy lovely Andrew Lloyd Webber score, more pompously
"Untogether."
over-the-top than King Meat Loaf himself, this Tori Amos and Soundgarden albums, if and
5. Shame, Brad: An unfonunately under- album is quite simply the biggest, most gor- when they ever get released. Keep your eyes
rated album, this one-off project from Pearl geous album of the year. Give songs like peeled.
Jam's rhythm guitaristStoneGossardand some
friends actually jelled better as a collection of
good songs than it had any right to. The entire
album is built around one monster groove, with
individual songs almost casually emerging from
the whole like cars from a thick fog.
4.RidofMe,PJ Harvey: Polly Harvey continues her ascension to the Throne of Bob; with
the smart cutting singer-songwriter stuff she
keeps consistently chruning out, she deserves
to be tagged the Dylan of our generation (And
PEOPLE l\!EED PEOPLE ....
no, I'm not talking about that idiot from 90210).
Rid ofMe is decidedly uglier than its predecesand The Senate needs YOU!
sor, what with Steve Albini's skeletal producLSSS has a number of activities piMned this semester,
tion pounding Harvey's songs as flat as lead,
but we need students to make them a success.
So give us a call and lend a hand in any of the
but it still manages to rock.
following projects.
3. Vs.,PeariJam: Itismy great pleasureno, my great relief to repon that the new
CASINO NIGHT · March 12
Pearl Jam album is every bit as good as Ten,
Call Karen Benjamin 741-11302
The Album Heard 'Round the World. In fact,
judging from this new one's sales, it appears
AD~HSSION COMMI'ITEE · February · April
that everyone owns twelve copies already, so
Law School tours
Phone-a-thons
why bother reviewing it? Seriously, Vs. islight
Preview Weekends
on the son of earthy mysticism that made Ten
and more!
Call Lisa Vogel 764-4038
so intriguing, and lacks a power ballad wilh the
timelessness of "Black," but more than overPL"BLICITY- 1 to 2 hours/week
does it in the power-vocals department On
Have fun. Be aeauve.
songs like "Animal" and the stupefying "ReCall Rich Mrizek 764-8902
arviewmirror," Eddie Vedder sings like a panther in heat Which he probably is.
2./n Utero, Nirvana: "This has nothing to
do with what you think I If you ever think at
all," Kurt Cobain snarls in "Radio Friendly
Unit Shifter." Nirvana has made a career of
sucking in scads of new fans even as it does its
damdest to alienate every last one of them.
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Princesses Without a Country

Royal Hints on Winter Recreation
By Elizabeth Feeney and Natalie Cadavid
Welcome back to second semester. The Princesses Jove
winter in Ann Arbor: the sub-arctic temperatures, the thrill of
waiting for grades to appear, the excitement that new classes and
fresh reading materials bring.
NoL
Basically, we feel that one's winter emenainmcnt options
in Ann Arbor are fairly limited. There is: (a) television, (b)
drinking, and (c) sex. Television should be preuy interesting this
year: the Princesses imend to settle down in front of the tube, hot
toddies in hand, and watch all3000 hours of l.he Winter Olympics. We arc particularly interested in the women's figure
skating eventS, as our roommate, Dana Schmiu, was a potential
medalist before she fell while attempting a triple lutz during a
practice session. Anyone who spotS Dana limping around the
law school should lake the time to stop and encourage her to
hang in there for 1998.
We should point out, however, that watching too much TV
can result in a dangerous blurring of fiction and reality. For
further information, we suggest you find Mike Puca, 3L, and see
how much Scinfeld changed his life. You could also ask Mike's
friend Dave "Master of His Domain," 3L how Scinfeld affected
his lifestyle, but we suspect that the answer is not one you really

want to hear.
in jail, where they will be living after their "Dare Party" gets
As for drinking, the Princesses would like to offer the one raided by the police. We can only hope that Steve Collier, 2L,
piece of information they remember from Lawyers and ClientS: who so brilliantly defended the "Mardi Gras Nine," will be our
20 percent of all female attorneys have six drinks or more a day defense attorney. Ta ta for now.
(apparently, only 11 percent of the men manage to fit this many
in). We have not figured out how to consume this many
beverages- perhaps shotgunning a beer or two with breakfast
is the answer. The Princesses do fmd social drinking problematic, though, large!y due to the lack of bars in Ann Arbor which
meet our requisite level of sophistication. We tend to favor
Scorekeeper's, due to itS proximity, but we have had enough of
l.he Scorekeeper's personnel (i.e., the gentlemen with beer gutS
and bad tics). If Scorekeeper's would simply eliminate l.he 6000
people it employs solely to herd patrons against the walls, there
would be a lot more room in the bar. Last night, we helpfully
tried to communicate our concern to one of the aforementioned
overweight managerial types, but he didn't get it.
Regarding sex, the Princesses do not have much to say, at
least not in print. Just remember that you are even more
susceptible to the LSCF (Law School Correction Factor) in
these bleak winter months.
Anyway, the Princesses are running out of poimed social
commentary. Stay warm, and please come visit the Princesses

The Lewdicrous and Profane

How I Stopped Worrying About Law School & Learned to Love the TV
By Janene Collins, Rob D. Piester
RG Staff Writers
E: Dude, I watched so much TV over break. I watched
every bowl game. What did you do?
J: I caught up on Melrose. (Melrose Place to l.he uninitiated)
E: Before we talk about the greatest show in the history of
television, did you watch one of the two-hour Matlock's over
break? I started watching in the middle and he was on a jury.
What's up with that?
J: Who cares about Matlock, what about Heal.her Locklear? What was that soap-type show she used to be on besides
T.J Hooker?
E: You mean Upstairs Downstairs?
J: No.1 mean like Falcon Crest or Knots Landing.
Karima Bennoune (from the recesses of MJIL): You' re
both wrong. She was Sammie Jo on Dallas.
E: Enough from the peanut gallery. I think she shot J.R.
J: Now I remember. She was the one who had Steve's
illegitimate child and then later found out Steve was gay.
John Sieger: Both of you &*!@#'s are wrong, she was on
Dynasty.
E: Okay, whatever. The important thing is that Heather
Locklear has branched out into a new area of her career and we
get to watch her practice her craft every Wednesday night on
Melrose Place (barring preemption for two hours of Pistons
practice lowlightS).
J: You know, a lot of people think Billy is pretty hot-1
just don't see it, although anybody who used to play soccer
gets a thumbs up from me.
E: Well, it must be that he's received advance orders of
that hot new men's cologne - "Essence of Zedd."
J: Yeah, just like that guy from NYPD Blue who was
voted TV 's latest heartthrob. Personally, I think Dan Cortese
is l.he hottest thing on TV.
E: NYPD kicks ass. I wouldn't mind being Detective
Kelly. He's portrayed as thegood guy,gets to carry a gun, both
his ex-wife and girlfriend are hot, and he gets to kick a lot of
ass. Roben Urich on Vegas or Spenser for Hire was also pretty
cool in those respectS.
J: Calm down Elvis, you're ruining the column. I would

like to be Elsa Klensch from CNN.
Here are some alter egos of your peers and profs from TV
past and present:
Elvis: Bob Dorian, host of American Movie Classics.
Janene: Diana Rigg from Poirot.
Kathy Goldberg: Marie Osmond. I'm not sure whichMarie
she wants to be- the young, innocen1 and wholesome version
or the new and improved seductress.
Steve Baumer: Major Nelson from I Dream of Jeannie. I
wouldn't mind have a halfnaked beautiful woman chasing me
around either.
Jon Sieger: Harry Caray or Tom Arnold.
Randy Winograd: anybody but Tom Arnold.
Alan Waldbaum: Maxwell SmarL
Andy Levitt: Underdog
Stacy Kelly: Jo from FactS of Life.
Chris McCormick:.HoUy from Land of the LosLWas shea
sleestak?
Mark Hunting: BJ (minus the bear). Fabio, or Barbarino.
Wendy Lcarmont: Wendy Learmont, Medicine Woman:
Then she could treat all her self-inflicted injuries.
Jenny Linderoth: Sam from Bewtiched. //er nose is kind of
Mitchy, but in a good way.
Karen Lieberman: also Sam.
Noah Finkel: Leland McKenzie because he's already a
partner, made his dough, and is about to quit practicing law. But
he also slept with that woman who used to be on Star Trek: The
Next Generation. Others have suggested he split time with Dave
Williams as Barney Rubble.
Rich Golden: Sam Malone.
Herman Randow: Pooch.
Tom Keenan: Face from The A-Team.
Todd Wozniak: The Fall Guy .I'd take /leather Tlwmas as
a side-kick.
MikePuca: Kojak. Who loves your bald head baby? Trivia:
what was his first name on the show? (Answer: Theo).
Joel Rubinstein: The father from Lost in Space.
Nader Boulos: Kelly from 90210 so he can go out with
himself.
Lauren Krasnow: Kelly from 902 10. Does that mean she
wants to go out with with Nader?

Brian Statz: Agent Cooper from Twin Peaks.
Hugo Tettamanti: Vlade Divac.
Phil Susser: Svock.
Dave Ammons: Beavis and Butthead, so he can sit on a
couch, watch TV and talk to himself.
Aaron Ahola: W. AxJ Rose or Charlie Brown.
David Schwartz: Dr. Richard Kimball from The Fugitive.
Altlwugh many others think Ralph Malph.
JohnZcdd: The "Kick me in the Jimmy" guy from Beavis
& Buuhead. (Officially known as "Mr. Buzzcut" for you
Beavophiles out there).
Brad Kohn: Michael from Melrose.
Peter McWceny: Freddy from Scooby Doo or Zack from
Saved by the Bell.
Tom Reiter: Incredible Hulk or Fonzie.
Josh Berman: Screech from Saved by the Bell.
Dave Williams: Barney Rubble. Master of wlw's domain?
Columnists Picks:
Jon Sieger as Archie Bunker and Brad Kohn as Meathead
(special contribution by Chris McCormick).
J.J. White and Catherine McKinnon as Ralph and Alice
Kramdcn ("One of these days Kitty...")
Rich Friedman: Captain Stubing or Matlock. Who else
has such a respect for the rules of evidence?
J.B. White: The Grinch.
Ed Cooper: Frank Perdue.
Croley:The prinicpaJ on Saved by the Bell.
Richard Pi Ides: Skippy on Family Ties.
Doug Kahn. and Tom Kaupcr: the old guys in the balcony
on The Muppet Show. (Officially known as "Stadtler and
Waldorf' for you Muppohiles out there).
John Jackson: Beavis and Butthead's next door neighbor
Mr. Andersonor the host ofThe Day the Universe Changed or
Max Headroom. "I-I-I wrote the G-G-GATT. "(J: I always
thought he should be in a movie with Carl Weathers and
Vanity.)

